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PE310/510-D 
Module 4  

Learning Guide  

Articulating a Biblical Worldview: 
FALL 

 

Before you start...  
 Do the pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide p6 + uploads on Moodle) 
 Post to this module’s forum 
 From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application  
 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share about your vocation or current affairs 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Creation, Fall, Redemption. In this module we focus on the Fall. What went wrong? How have God’s good 
gifts been misused to bring such pain? How has God’s image in us been defaced? 
After student interaction/sharing and unpacking the pre-readings in the first session, we will consider the 
idolatry of knowledge, and how we’ve attempted to erect a modern tower of Babel built upon science, 
theology, and technique. Hinting at redemption, if we were decentred at Babel, then in Christ and through 
His Spirit we are recentred at Pentecost.  
In the third session, we’ll turn our attention to the nature of sin. Sin is both twisting shalom (Plantinga), and 
making good into God (Keller). Using these two motifs, we’ll consider contemporary expressions of sin in 
Australia’s public sphere.  
  
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this module are to: 
1. Explore how the image of God has been decentred in the Fall 
2. Consider “Sin” from the perspective of twisted shalom and making good into God 
 
OUTCOMES 
On completion of this module, students shall be expected to explain the impact of the Fall and our active 
rebellion against God, and consider how sin corrupts shalom and absolutizes that which is not God, in his or 
her vocation and personal life. 
 
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 1:20-4:50pm, with breaks from 2:10-3:05pm, and 3:55-4:00pm) 
 
1:20 Student Sharing (Praying the News + Vocation)  
              & Review of Readings (35 minutes) 
              Introduce the Fall: Read Genesis 3 and 10/11 (15 minutes) 
3:05 Fall: The Idolatry of Knowledge (50 minutes) 
4:00 Twisting Shalom: Sin’s Many Faces + God @ Work (50 minutes) 

http://www.kbc.org.au/sermons/?series=25
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2.  INTERACTION: CURRENT AFFAIRS, GOD@WORK + REVIEW READINGS 

Activity 4.1: Praying the Papers 
BBC + Prayer (10 mins.) 

“The Pastor and the Faithful should not deceive themselves into 
thinking that they are a religious society, which has to do with 

certain themes; they live in the world. We still need—according 
to my old formulation—the Bible and the Newspaper. … [So] 
take your Bible and take your newspaper, and read both. But 

interpret newspapers from your Bible.” – Karl Barth 
 
Each week, one student will share a newspaper article or media 
clip concerning events in the public square. The grid of 
creational intent, cultural idolatry, and healing action 
(creation, fall, restoration) should be used in evaluating this 
aspect of local or global news. (Perhaps the one minute BBC 
world summary will give you some stimulus: 
www.bbc.com/news/av/10462520/one-minute-world-news.)  
 

First, share your initial reflections from a Christian worldview. 
Second, as a class we’ll consider what a faithful and embodied 
Christian response may look like—a response that addresses 

both our thinking, and cultivating practices/liturgies that direct 
our heart to desire and represent the Kingdom of God. 

Third, we’ll bring this aspect of the world to Jesus in prayer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Class Activity 4.2: God @ Work (10 mins.)  
Each week one or two students will share for 3-5 minutes 
concerning his or her main vocation, and how to live faithfully 
at the crossroads. You’ll work through the same questions as 
used in the various “God @ Work” interviews/transcripts 
each module.  

1. Describe your vocation 
2. Where do you see creational intent in this vocation  
  (designed for good) 
3. How has cultural idolatry (sin) warped this vocation?   
  (damaged by evil)  
4. How might you participate redemptively with healing 
action as you seek first the Kingdom of God?   (restored 
for better  sent together to heal the world  
a taste of when God sets everything right) 
 

Afterward, we’ll pray for you, dedicating your vocation afresh to the glory of God. 
(n.b. You may find, in preparation for sharing, the Module 2 “Kingdom Gap” graphic a helpful frame) 

http://www.bbc.com/news/av/10462520/one-minute-world-news
http://www.bbc.com/news/av/10462520/one-minute-world-news
http://pathways.kbc.org.au/passing/passing-evangelism/the-big-story-video/
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Particular Questions to Address in Response to the Pre-Readings 
 
Living at the Crossroads, pp45-50 
 

“Disobedience goes against the very grain of 
creation itself. Sin is rebellion against both the 

structure and the Structurer of reality. Such reality 
is inevitably self-defeating and self-destroying.”              

(p48, quoting Brian Walsh and Richard Middleton, 
The Transforming Vision) 

 How, then would you explain David’s 
lament in Psalm 73, that the ungodly 
often prosper? 

 Using the graphic (figure 2, p48), 
choose one contemporary and 
contentious issue, and consider how it 
plays out differently in our actions if 
we follow unbelief or trust in God. 

 
Desiring the Kingdom, pp89-130 

 In this Chapter, Smith performed “cultural exegesis” on a range of contemporary practices and 
how they shape our desires for worldly kingdoms. Which of the following “secular liturgies” 
influences and forms you the most? 

Consuming Transcendence: Worship at the Mall (pp93-103) 

Sacrificial Violence: The “Military-Entertainment Complex” (pp103-112) 

Cathedrals of Learning: Liturgies of the University (pp112-121) 

 In each, how do you see “creational intent”? That is, how does each offer an “oblique sign that 
we desire God” (p123)? 

 If you were to write this chapter for Australians, what other “liturgy” would you exegete? 

 For the Australian example immediately above, what practices of “counter-formation” could 
you employ as a form of “resistance” (see pp. 126-29)? 

Class Activity 4.3: Reading Review (15 mins.) 
In response to the pre-reading for this module, students will be chosen to share on one of the following: 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 
 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 
 -an implication—“so what” for our apologetic practice 

 -an application—something useful right now in your context 
 
The whole class can then contribute to further discussion, bouncing off their own forum posts.  
The aim is to ground the readings and apply them to one’s life in general and ministry context in 
particular.  
 

This is the ideal time to bring up whatever is confusing,  
or questions you have in regards to the course material, so don’t be shy! 
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Tim Keller, “Counterfeit Gods”, pp. ix-xxiv 
 

 Think of one “sin” with which you most struggle? Now, think of it through Keller’s frame, that 
sin is not merely corrupting of shalom, but making something good into something ultimate 
(i.e., idolatry, where something takes the place of God, acting as a functional Saviour). In your 
particular sin struggle, what good thing have you made God—whether a person, a feeling, a 
value, or something else? 

 
Book Report on Cornelius Plantinga’s “Not the Way It’s Supposed to Be” 
 

 Choose one of the many functions of sin (e.g. perversion, pollution, disintegration). Now, think 
how you see this within your local church. How might you as a community respond, in moving 
toward “spiritual hygiene”?  

 On what “good” has sin been parasitic? How can you promote this good, toward shalom? 

 
   

 
If you travel to England, you may get the chance to visit Coventry Cathedral in the West Midlands. The 
original and stunning cathedral was built in the 11th Century, and modified into a grand structure in the 14th 
and 15th centuries. Yet, in the “Coventry Blitz” (1940, World War II), it was razed to the ground by German 
bombs. Meanwhile, over in Germany, Dresden, exists a counterpart Lutheran Church, destroyed by British 
bombing in the same War Time raids. As a sign of redemption amidst a fallen world, a partnership has 
formed between these two churches. Work parties travel from Dresden to Coventry, and Coventry to 
Dresden, to continue rebuilding efforts as a peace witness amidst the rubble. 
 
At Coventry, The wooden cross and 
the cross of nails were created after 
the cathedral’s destruction. The 
cathedral stonemason, Jock Forbes, 
saw two wooden beams lying in the 
shape of a cross and tied them 
together. A replica of the wooden 
cross built in 1964 has replaced the 
original in the ruins of the old 
cathedral on an altar of rubble. The 
original is now kept on the stairs 
linking the Cathedral with St. 
Michael's Hall below. Another cross 
was made of three nails from the roof 
truss of the old cathedral by Provost 
Richard Howard of Coventry 
Cathedral. It was later transferred to 
the new cathedral, where it rests on its altar. The cross of nails has become a symbol of peace and 
reconciliation across the world. There are over 160 Cross of Nails Centres all over the world, all of them 
bearing a cross made of three nails from the ruins, similar to the original one.  
 
Following the bombing of the mediaeval Cathedral in 1940, Provost Howard had the words “Father 
Forgive” inscribed on the wall behind the Altar of the ruined building. The following words are used as the 
response in the Coventry Litany of Reconciliation, which is prayed in the new Cathedral every weekday at 
noon (in the Ruins on Fridays), and is used throughout the world by the Community of the Cross of Nails. 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coventry_Cathedral
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dresden_Frauenkirche
http://www.coventrycathedral.org.uk/ccn/the-coventry-litany-of-reconciliation/
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Let’s pray together: 

All have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God. 

The hatred which divides nation from nation, race from race, class from class, 
Father Forgive. 

The covetous desires of people and nations to possess what is not their own,  
Father Forgive. 

The greed which exploits the work of human hands and lays waste the earth, 
Father Forgive. 

Our envy of the welfare and happiness of others,  
Father Forgive. 

Our indifference to the plight of the imprisoned, the homeless, the refugee,  
Father Forgive. 

The lust which dishonours the bodies of men, women and children,  
Father Forgive. 

The pride which leads us to trust in ourselves and not in God, 
Father Forgive. 

Be kind to one another, tender-hearted, forgiving one another,             
as God in Christ forgave you. 

 
 Take some time to silently confess your own sins before God. After a time of silence, turn to 

your neighbour and announce the forgiveness of God over his or her life.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us 
from all unrighteousness.” (1 John 1:9) 

 
“Confess your sins to each other and pray for each other so that you may be healed. 

The earnest prayer of a righteous person has great power  
and produces wonderful results.” (James 5:16) 
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3.  DECENTRED: THE IDOL OF KNOWLEDGE (GENESIS 11, ACTS 2) 

“So when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was a delight to the eyes, and that 
the tree was to be desired to make one wise, she took of its fruit and ate, and she also gave some to her 

husband who was with her, and he ate.” (Genesis 3:6, ESV) 
 

“For all that is in the world—the desires of the flesh and the desires of the eyes and pride in possessions—
is not from the Father but is from the world.” (1 John 2:16, ESV) 

 

Class Activity 4.4: Narrative Threads (15 mins.) 
Across this first part of the Worldview course, we are constantly delving into the biblical text in search of 
narrative threads. How does “the Fall” twist the original good in Creation? And how does Redemption 
not only restore what was lost, but set us up to fulfil our created mission toward the telos of shalom? 
 
Before you get into a focused exploration of Babel below, take the time to read the following 2 passages: 
                                                          Genesis 11:1-9                  Acts 2:1-12 
 
I’ve set up a few padlet boards online where you can record your thoughts across this course, cross-
pollinating with the ideas of other students. Simply double-click on the screen to record your thought, 
even adding pictures, video-clips and web-links that you think are pertinent. Add your name to others 
know to whom they’re responding, building community. 
 
For general comments and questions, visit https://padlet.com/david_benson/worldview.  
For overriding narrative threads, visit https://padlet.com/david_benson/bigstory. 
 

  

 
In particular, for this session—as you listen to either Anne Zaki or myself preach on Babel—jot your 
thoughts during the message at https://padlet.com/david_benson/babel. 

 

 
 How does rebellion reach a systemic climax at Babel, the seed of Eden’s sin now full flower? 
 Compare and contrast the brokenness and uniformity at Babel with the unity in diversity at 

Pentecost. What’s the same? What’s different? (e.g. table of nations Gn 10 vs. Acts 2). 
 Reframe Pentecost as a book-end (undoing and reorientation) of Babel. If so, what’s God saying? 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Genesis+11%3A1-9&version=NIVUK
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+2%3A1-12&version=NIVUK
https://padlet.com/david_benson/worldview
https://padlet.com/david_benson/bigstory
https://padlet.com/david_benson/babel
https://padlet.com/david_benson/bigstory
https://padlet.com/david_benson/bigstory
https://padlet.com/david_benson/babel
https://padlet.com/david_benson/babel
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Resource 4.1  
 

Distance students can watch a video of what will be 
presented in this session, a 47 minute message at 
https://vimeo.com/22319229 (manuscript here).    
 

 Alternatively, if you’re tired of Dr. Benson’s 
diatribe (!), feel free to instead watch one of 
Egypt’s incredibly gifted scholars and 
preachers, Anne Zaki, from the Evangelical 
Theological Seminary in Cairo. She spoke on 
day 3 (recap video here, August 6, 2016) of 
the Lausanne Movement’s Younger Leaders 
Gathering in Jakarta, Indonesia. The broad 
theme was focusing in on the Fall, as part of 
the overarching biblical narrative, united in 
the great story.  

In particular, Anne spoke on how we are deformed at 
Babel, subsequently called by God to “turn from 
idolatry”. Personally, I found it the most timely message 
of the whole gathering—well worth a watch. See the 31 
minute  video here (rough manuscript here). (In the first 
few minutes, Anne references a funny video of a very 
naughty baby, illustrating our hard-wired rebellious 
nature. This was cut from the final video recording, but 
you can watch it here to be in on the joke.) 
 
As explained in Class Activity 3.4 above, jot your thoughts (e.g., here) while watching the address at 
https://padlet.com/david_benson/babel. Note key themes, questions and whatever it sparks in your 
regarding our contemporary idolatrous context. Then, after the fact, you might find it helpful to 
delineate key elements of the Fall account (sender, agent, mission/task, opponent/barrier, 
helper/agonist, and receiver/telos), considering how God’s good intentions for this world have been 
frustrated and twisted by our rebellion. Do this at https://padlet.com/david_benson/bigstory.  
 

 
 
Extra Resources: 
For a helpful framing of Idolatry/Sin as a whole, see “Decentred: Stupid Idolatry  
in the 21st Century”—watch the video at http://vimeo.com/21333438.  
  
For some excellent related reading, see the following: 

Keller, Timothy J. Counterfeit Gods: The Empty Promises of Money, Sex,  
 and Power, and the Only Hope That Matters. New York: Dutton, 2009. 
Lutzer, Erwin W. The Serpent of Paradise: The Incredible Story of How  
 Satan's Rebellion Serves God's Purposes. Chicago, IL: Moody Press, 1996. 
Wink, Walter. The Powers That Be: Theology for a New Millennium.  
 New York: Doubleday, 1998. 
 

https://vimeo.com/22319229
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=7459
https://www.lausanne.org/content/anne-zaki-turning-idolatry
http://www.etsc.org/new/full-time-faculty/52
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLBhtSFBNlw&t=66s
https://www.lausanne.org/content/anne-zaki-turning-idolatry
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21344
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mdbruas9CAg
https://students.malyon.edu.au/pluginfile.php/18718/mod_label/intro/Deconstructing%20Babel%20Padlet%202015.png
https://padlet.com/david_benson/babel
https://padlet.com/david_benson/bigstory
http://vimeo.com/21333438
https://www.amazon.com/Counterfeit-Gods-Empty-Promises-Matters/dp/1594485496
https://www.amazon.com/Serpent-Paradise-Incredible-Rebellion-Purposes/dp/0802427200/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1501440226&sr=1-1&keywords=The+Serpent+of+Paradise
https://www.amazon.com/Powers-That-Be-Theology-Millennium/dp/0385487525/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1501440250&sr=1-1&keywords=The+Powers+That+Be
https://padlet.com/david_benson/babel
http://books.google.com.au/books?id=jgVhQnqczfQC&printsec=frontcover&dq=counterfeit+gods&source=bl&ots=g12oQsyJ0y&sig=xgG-BAT96c-ubuW9TPn9xQ2ph7E&hl=en&sa=X&ei=GwAXUKKpIIrBiQeGtYCACA&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=counterfeit%20gods&f=false
https://vimeo.com/22319229
https://www.lausanne.org/content/anne-zaki-turning-idolatry
https://www.lausanne.org/content/anne-zaki-turning-idolatry
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3.1 An Accidental Fall or a Rebellious Uprising? 

The point of this message is not to highlight the rules you’ve broken. It is to diagnose the disease of idolatry 
which destroys our lives; only then can we prescribe a cure to re-centre our lives on God.  

Idolatry is when you take something good, and you make it god. You build your life around it. You make 
sacrifices to it. And over time, what’s good perverts into what’s bad. Money becomes greed; love becomes 

lust; and as we’ll see today, knowledge becomes pride as we 
compete for control. We’re all tempted to make this switch, 
because the fruit of the world looks “good for food, it’s pleasing 
to the eye, and it’s desirable for gaining wisdom” (Genesis 3:6). 

In God’s garden, all was good. In calling us to cultivate the world, 
God approved of science and culture. But taking from the Tree of 
Knowledge of Good and Evil represented ethical autonomy—
going it alone. It all went sour when Satan twisted words, offering 
an impersonal knowing apart from trust in God. Theologians call 
this “the fall”. But this is only half the story. It sounds like we 

accidentally tripped and bit the dust. In context, it’s more of a rebellious uprising: “I will be God.” And the 
story of our rebellion reaches a high point in Genesis 11, with the Tower of Babel. 

3.2 DECENTRED @ BABEL: the confused city of man 

 
 
Adam and Eve’s rebellion led to murder and a 
godless city East of Eden. God washed it away 
with a flood, offering Noah firm ground to stand 
while floating on shifting tides. But as with the 
first mandate in Genesis 2, God reminds his 
family to multiply and fill the earth. Instead, by 
Genesis 11, we find this rebellious people 
settling in another city, looking to dwell in safety 
outside of God’s presence. 
 
 
 

Genesis 10:8-9 Nimrod is a mighty hunter before the Lord = tyrant against God.  
   Nimrod ruled the world’s first Kingdom, out of Babylon, ~2300 BC. 

Genesis 11:1  The whole world had one lip and united words.  
   Sumer was a ‘civilized’ land built on wilful rebellion against God. 

  Verse 3  Brick instead of stone, with a tower reaching to the heavens. 
   This ziggurat was both the gate of the gods and a confused overreach.  
   The foundation was hardly sufficient even for the superstructure,  
    a blind trust in human ingenuity.  
   True worship of God starts with what He first gave us (Exodus 20:25). 

  Verse 4  The real purpose was self-worship: “to make a name for ourselves” 
   They wanted God’s angle on the world below, for politicians and priests to rule. 
   When we play God, oppression is sure to follow. So God confuses their words. 

  Verse 5  Genesis 11:1-9 is a chiasm—the story has two halves, mirrored around verse 5. 
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A All the earth one language (v1) 
  B People settle together there (v2) 
   C Said to each other (v3a) 
    D Come make bricks                           

 (hā·ḇāh nil·bə·nāh lə·ḇê·nîm,) (v3b) 
     E A City and a tower (v4) 
      X And the Lord came down (v5a) 
     E’ The City and the tower (v5b-6) 
    D’ Come now … let us confuse           

     (hā·ḇāh nê·rə·ḏāh, wə·nā·ḇə·lāh) (v7a) 
   C’ [Not understand] each other (v7b) 
  B’ People disperse from there (v8) 

A’ Language of the whole earth (v9) 

God responded to Babel. Every rebellious action was countered. One language and a settled people 
became multiple languages and a scattered people. “Let us make bricks” (nilbenâ) is reversed by “let us 
confuse” (nãbenâ). The gate of the gods, Babylon (bãb-ilu), becomes Babel (bãbel), meaning confusion. But 
the whole story hinges on a huge irony in v5: this mighty tower from man’s perspective, ascending to God 
in the Heavens, “the Lord came down to see.” The Creator of all strains His eyes to see their puny effort.  

Idolatry of knowledge leads to pride, and pride 
comes before a fall. … 

Are we any different today? The ziggurat style of 
architecture and the Babylonian dream is alive and 
well in the centres of higher learning, finance, 
science, intelligence, and political power. We are 
closer today than any time since Babel to building a 
shrine to our knowledge and turning into Gods. 

If, as Nietzsche claimed, God died in the 19th 
Century, then humanity died in the 20th.  

Our attempts to play God have never ended well.  

I could quote statistics to measure our modern towers. But stories get under our skin. So I want to tell of 
three towers we’re building right now. Each building project seeks control through secure knowledge. But 
like the Tower of Babel, the foundations are flawed and the superstructure is weak. The people are 
confused, but it takes a story to show how. 
 

3.2.1 The First Tower: Building a Secular City on the Foundation of Science 

“ … let’s build ourselves a city to make a name for our  selves” (v4) 

 “Turning into Gods” if we just give  
science free enough reign 
 
(Think this is just some extreme  
fringe society? Check out  
www.transhumanism.com.au/)  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RCfCHZP6X1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RCfCHZP6X1E
http://www.transhumanism.com.au/
http://whatistranshumanism.org/
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 Politicians craft a vision of progress to a brighter future, courtesy of experimentation 

 A subversive story: C. S. Lewis, That Hideous Strength ... N.I.C.E. and power over nature 

 When God is displaced, Nimrod plays God, and everyone groans.  

 Science is a great servant but a terrible saviour: nuclear weapons, eugenics, genetic engineering, 
expensive space-projects while Africa 
starves, 100+ million people killed by 
their own government in the twentieth 
century to realize the utopia of scientific 
communism … In a godless city 
celebrating humanity, the powerless 
lose their name and are eradicated. 

What tower are you building? Is your sense of 
security tied to the size of our military, or the 
state of scientific and medical breakthroughs? Are 
you optimistic that one more operation, one 
more experiment, and life will be great? Are you 
building a name for yourself at the bleeding edge 
of progress? Watch out, you may have a severe 
case of knowledge-sickness. 

 

3.2.2 The Second Tower: Building God’s Kingdom on the Foundation of Theology 

 “ … with a tower that reaches to the heavens” (v3) 

 Theology is the Queen of the Sciences, tying together knowledge from below with a word from 
above. On this foundation, priests promise the theological blueprint for building a tower reaching 
to the heavens, commanding God’s blessing and the church’s advance 

 A subversive story: J. R. R. Tolkien, The Two Towers … The Istari and Saruman the White 

 We may well possess God’s infallible Word, but apart from God’s presence, all we are left with is 
dry theology and delusions of grandeur. We try to play God and become like the hypocritical 
religious leaders Jesus condemned (John 5:39)  

 Theology is not our saviour either: crusades, inquisitions, and oppressed peasants selling their 
land to pay the priests. The Kingdom is a gift we receive, not something we build by human 
knowledge and effort, lest we buy 
into Satan’s lie (Luke 12:32; 
Hebrews 11:10)  

 

What tower are you building?   In studying 
the Scriptures, are you more concerned 
with being right than listening to the God 
who speaks? Do you regularly make claims 
on God, demanding He act according to 
your particular theology? Are you fighting 
hard to reclaim culture, forcefully building 
the kingdom of God? Watch out, idolatry of 
knowledge is never far away. 

http://www.samizdat.qc.ca/arts/lit/PDFs/HideousStrength_CSL.pdf
https://www.hawaii.edu/powerkills/NOTE1.HTM
https://www.hawaii.edu/powerkills/NOTE1.HTM
https://www.hawaii.edu/powerkills/NOTE1.HTM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pBzx-8i3lE
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3.2.3 The Third Tower: Building My Empire on the Foundation of Technique 

 “ … let’s make bricks and bake them thoroughly” (v3) 

 Postmoderns are suspicious of both politician and priest, science and theology. But we’ve 
believed the hype of our publicist and constructed a consumer Trump Tower via technology 

 We worship the god of Google, buying into a culture of technique, blind to the consumer-
militarism necessary to sustain our spending habits. We sacrifice for study, and bow before 
academic authority, hoping for our own brand of NZT to make our intelligence Limitless. We 
believe the myth of individual progress, safety and comfort, via control of our environment  

 A subversive story: Mary Shelley, Frankenstein … “Where does your senseless curiosity lead?” 
(p260 here) 

 

 

 

What tower are you building?      
Do you consult Wiki before the Bible? 
Study is a good thing, but are you a slave to 
making the grade? Do you display 
withdrawal symptoms when your iPhone is 
out of reach? How much are you sacrificing 
to earn that degree, secure that career, 
and set yourself up? Does God get the 
same attention? Watch out, for the tower 
built on technique will one day fall. 

 

 

3.3 RECENTRED @ PENTECOST: the united city of God 

 “ … but the LORD came down” (v5) 

We’ve exalted three towers: to culture, to church, and to self-centred consumerism. We’ve laid three 
foundations of fallible brick, building on science, theology, and technique. We’ve believed the confused 
words of the politician, the priest, and the publicist. 

We’re surrounded, and infected, by the idolatry of knowledge. We’ve taken a good gift, and made it 
ultimate. And in the process, all we know has perverted into pride. Pride led to our fall. 

We’re decentred. But is this the only way to live in a world like ours? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xP-ZwmCPBAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DISWq7UM8bs
http://www.planetebook.com/ebooks/Frankenstein.pdf
http://www.planetebook.com/ebooks/Frankenstein.pdf
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In short, no. As we read in 1 
Corinthians, “knowledge puffs up, but 
love builds up” (8:1). I may unlock all 
mysteries, but unless I know the love 
of God, I am nothing (1 Corinthians 
13:2). Love never fails. 

The hinge of the Babel story was verse 
5: “But the Lord came down.” 

And this is our hinge if we are to be re-
centred. 

Our only Saviour, the Lord, came down 
to show us a better way. The logic of 
the world stepped into His creation 
and gave us light to truly see, shining 
in our hearts. We found the 

knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ (John 1:1-14; 2 Corinthians 4:6). Jesus is the image 
of the invisible God, the wisdom in whom the whole universe hangs together (Colossians 1:15-17).  

But in the flickering of our own knowledge, we’re blind to God’s grace. So Jesus chose simpletons to expose 
our foolish towers and attempts to play God (1 Corinthians 1:26-29). 

If we were de-centred at Babel, then we are re-centred at Pentecost (Acts 2:1-12). 

On the Lord’s command, they waited in a humble upper room in Jerusalem. They worshipped together as 
one. And then they walked, carrying this good news of Christ to the Roman throne. 

They make a name for themselves out of languages they never studied. They speak from the Heavens 
without ever needing to climb a tower. And individual tongues develop technique to craft foreign words, 
but they work as one for God’s glory. As the languages multiply, the many nations are confused—not by the 
babble, but by simple people clearly presenting the Word of God in their native tongue:  

“Turn from your towers, and align with the Kingdom of God.”  

Let’s follow their example, to wait, worship, and walk … this is the path to being re-centred: 

To Wait … each day to dwell with the 
Lord. Not just to read His word and 
theologize abstract wisdom. Instead, to 
leave space for God’s Spirit to come 
down and speak—a fresh encounter 
with the resurrected Christ as He brings 
the letter to life. 

To Worship … each day to begin on our 
knees in humility, to intimately 
encounter God and dedicate all we do 
for His glory. Let’s not strive to build a 
name for ourselves. We’re living for His 
call, His glory, His Kingdom, not our 
own. Let’s not neglect meeting 
together—let’s join like we are today, 
to praise God who gives knowledge and wisdom to those who delight in Him. 
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And To Walk … each day to heed God’s Word and live out our calling in the world. Let’s cultivate the 
whole world, in our work, our play, our travel, our studying, and our socialising. Let’s not stay together 
permanently in that upper room, lest it become another Tower. Let’s break out of our religious cliques 
and truly love those outside the church. Like Abraham, the father of faith, we’re to travel light, and 
walk wherever God leads, blessed to be a blessing. 

Jesus said “if you love me, you’ll obey my commands.” Will you re-centre your life on Him? 

3.4 What Towers Are We Building? 

 1. How do you spend your money? 
 2. What is it that you love the most? 
 3. What do you wish you had control over? 

The central question is this: Who do you worship? … In what will you boast (Jeremiah 9:23-24)? 

3.5 Questions for Discussion 

1. In the garden, Adam and Eve were 
tempted to control their destiny 
apart from trusting God. In what 
areas of life are you tempted to live 
as if God doesn’t exist? 

2. Look back through the structure of 
the Babel story (Genesis 11:1-9). 
What observation stood out, and 
how does this give insight into our 
world today? 

3. In what specific ways have you 
bought into the lies of the politician, 
priest, and publicist, building an 
idolatrous tower of knowledge upon 
science, theology, or technique? 

4. “The Lord came down” at Pentecost. What practical steps could you take, starting today, to re-centre 
your life on God, as you wait, worship, and walk in loving obedience? 

 

Reflection Activities 4.1 & 4.2  
 
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related 
boxes on p. 14/15 of the unit guide. 
 
#4.1 In what specific ways have you bought into the lies of the politician, priest, and publicist, building 
an idolatrous tower of knowledge upon science, theology, or technique? (If you watched Anne Zaki’s 
video, comment on how the idolatry of Babel is most evident in our culture and your life personally.) 
 
#4.2 “The Lord came down” at Pentecost. What practical steps could you take, starting today, to re-
centre your life on God, as you wait, worship, and walk in loving obedience? (If you watched Anne 
Zaki’s message, take a few minutes to reflect on how God would have you respond. What must change?) 
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4.  TWISTING SHALOM: SIN’S MANY FACES 

Resource 4.2  
 
For an excellent overview of sin’s many faces, see  

Plantinga, Cornelius. Not the Way It's Supposed to Be: A Breviary of Sin.  
  Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1995. (My book review was pre-reading.)  
Tomlin, Graham. The Seven Deadly Sins: And How to Overcome Them. Oxford: Lion, 2007. 
 

Controversially, see how Christians can make the God we worship into an idol in Pete Rollins’ book, The 
Idolatry of God: Breaking Our Addiction to Certainty and Satisfaction (New York: Howard Books, 2012). 
 
For a brilliant and classic literary example of how sin twists shalom and corrupts, see 

Wilde, Oscar, and Peter Ackroyd. The Picture of Dorian Gray. London: Penguin Books, 1985. 
 
 For a contemporary exploration of sin, being turned in 
upon ourselves and making a created thing (whether 
good like love of family, or bad like drugs) God, see the 
groundbreaking HBO show about Chemisty Teacher cum  
Crystal Meth drug dealer, Walter White, in Breaking Bad.  
(Trailer, Greatest Moments, Best Quotes … and for a 
laugh, watch the “Honest Trailer” here!)   
For a Christian review of Breaking Bad, through the lens 
of a theology of sin, see the Moodle article here. (Cf. an alternative Maxist worldview critique here.) 

 
 For more on the “Seven Deadly Sins”, and recent Vatican additions of 
seven more modern sins, see here (wiki) and here (SMH article), or watch 
the movie “Se7en” (1995)! For links to the original interview with 
Gianfranco Girotti, see here. 
 
For insight into the interplay of media and evil, see 
Kupelian, David. The Marketing of Evil: How Radicals, Elitists, and  
 Pseudo-Experts Sell Us Corruption Disguised As Freedom.  
 Nashville, Tenn: WND Books, 2005. 
Sayers, Mark. The Trouble with Paris: Following Jesus in a  
 World of Plastic Promises. Nashville, Tenn: T. Nelson, 2008. 
 
Additionally, you may find my article  
“Everything’s Bent: Rethinking ‘Normal’” on homosexuality,  
a useful frame of reference for the “bentness” of all of life post-Fall.      

     Part 1 Part 2  

 

   

http://www.amazon.com/Not-Way-Its-Supposed-Be/dp/0802842186/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1343685070&sr=1-1&keywords=Not+the+way+it's+supposed+to+be#reader_0802842186
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=7054
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Seven-Deadly-Sins-Overcome-Them/dp/0745952216
https://www.amazon.com/Idolatry-God-Addiction-Certainty-Satisfaction/dp/1451609027/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1501443937&sr=1-1&keywords=the+idolatry+of+god
https://www.amazon.com/Idolatry-God-Addiction-Certainty-Satisfaction/dp/1451609027/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1501443937&sr=1-1&keywords=the+idolatry+of+god
http://www.planetpublish.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/The_Picture_of_Dorian_Gray_NT.pdf
http://www.amc.com/shows/breaking-bad
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceqOTZnhgY8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xs6_vecSv2Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FktlRBhhQVY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oDqGAUvWKkU
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=11804
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21359
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_deadly_sins
http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2008/03/10/1205125819939.html
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0114369/
http://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/vatican_bishop_points_to_modern_social_sins/
http://wonderingfair.com/2012/07/04/everythings-bent-rethinking-normal/
http://wonderingfair.com/2012/07/06/everythingss-bent-part-ii/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceqOTZnhgY8
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Seven-Deadly-Sins-Overcome-Them/dp/0745952216
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4.1 Fresh Eyes for the Text (various passages) 

 

4.2 Sin Today: Twisting Shalom 

Consider the Australian “Festival of Dangerous Ideas”. (Perhaps a sign of the times, in 2017 we transcended 
Fodi’s rebellious ethical stance to a new “ideas, art and action” festival on progressive global politics and 
activism, entitled Antidote. See here for commentary.) While now defunct, we learn a lot from its offerings. 
 
For instance, in September 2012 you could hear psychologist Simon Laham speak on “The Joy of Sin” 

Class Activity 4.5: Scriptural Sin (15 mins.) 
 
In a moment we’ll break into five groups, each reflecting on a key passage in Scripture: 
        Genesis 3      Exodus 20:1-17      Psalm 51     Isaiah 59      Romans 1:18-32/Galatians 5:19-21 
 
Discuss: 

1. Read the passage, out loud, together. (The New Living Translation is perhaps best for this.) 
2. What do you learn about the ramifications of the Fall from this passage? How wide is its scope? 
3. What verbs best describe how sin has affected shalom (i.e. how has evil-doing impacted the 

holistic flourishing God intended through right relationship with him, others, self and creation)? 
4. In your passage, what is God’s attitude to sin, and what provision has God made to fix our 

failure? 
Together as a Class: 

1. Share your insights 
2. Use these insights as you consider the following motifs for sin, as twisting shalom and making 

good into God.  
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Festival_of_Dangerous_Ideas
https://antidote.sydneyoperahouse.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/jun/27/sydney-opera-house-ditches-dangerous-ideas-for-festival-of-progressive-activism
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKKWbWvkO0GAV1aOjS0Y34aqM8zjiBwd2
https://www.amazon.com/Science-Sin-Psychology-Seven-Deadlies/dp/0307719340/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1501445017&sr=8-1&keywords=the+science+of+sin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u8BS_GHzNq0&list=PLnBqHn7w-NTZWYglh58Ly8rxmsIITuUVZ
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=genesis%203&version=NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Exodus%2020:1-17&version=NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm%2051&version=NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah%2059&version=NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Romans%201:18-32&version=NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=galatians%205:19-21&version=NLT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u8BS_GHzNq0&list=PLnBqHn7w-NTZWYglh58Ly8rxmsIITuUVZ
https://www.amazon.com/Science-Sin-Psychology-Seven-Deadlies/dp/0307719340/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1501445017&sr=8-1&keywords=the+science+of+sin
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Other topics that year included “expert” Jesse Berring on “We are all sexual perverts” 
Or director Jason Silva explores the theme of “We are the Gods Now” 
 
From a different angle, the Catholic Church recently added to its list of seven deadly sins.  
 
 
In the traditional form, each vice had a corresponding virtue: 
 

  
 
 
To the old individual sins, Bishop Gianfranco Girotti—the regent of the Apostolic Penitentiary at the 
Vatican—added seven new social sins in an interview held March 2008. 
 
"While sin used to concern mostly the individual, today it has mainly a social resonance, due to the 
phenomenon of globalization," said Bishop Girotti. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wb9H9C5l4UA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wb9H9C5l4UA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cF2VrefjIjk
http://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/vatican_bishop_points_to_modern_social_sins/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_deadly_sins
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“You offend God not only by stealing, taking the Lord's name in vain or coveting your neighbour's wife, but 
also by wrecking the environment, carrying out morally debatable experiments that manipulate DNA or 
harm embryos,” said Bishop Girotti, according to L’Osservatore. 
 
The seven social sins are: 
 

Vice Virtue 

1. "Bioethical” violations such as birth control  

2. "Morally dubious" experiments  

3. Drug abuse  

4. Polluting the environment  

5. Contributing to widening divide of rich and poor  

6. Excessive wealth  

7. Creating poverty  

 
 What would be the corresponding seven virtues of these social vices? 

 Do you believe such lists are helpful? How do they compare with Galatians 5:19-26. 

It doesn’t take long to find signs that something has gone seriously wrong with our world—our 
communities and ecosystems, and the individuals therein. In the words of Cornelius Plantinga Jr., this 
planet is “Not the Way It’s Supposed to Be.” 
 
This is what the Bible refers to as sin. 
 
There is no single way to define sin. Following are a range of ways to get a handle on it. Sin is … 
 
 Missing the mark 
 Transgressing a rule 
 Parasitic upon the good 
 Homo curvatus en se es (humanity is turned in on oneself) 
 Faithless Doubt: A failure to believe God’s Word 
 Treason: An act of rebellious disobedience 
 Idolatry: Aspiring to be, and serving another, God 
 Betrayal of relationship: Spiritual adultery to our covenanting God 
 Pride: A grasping after power 
 
Following Plantinga, sin is culpable shalom breaking. In his frame, sin is comprised of guilt plus corruption: 
 Perversion (diverting energy from our created purpose) 
 Pollution (defiling good relationships by introducing foreign elements) 

 Disintegration (dividing loyalties thus destroying personal  
and social integrity). 
 

 “Goodness is, so to speak, itself:  
badness is only spoiled goodness. And there must be  

something good first before it can be spoiled.” (C.S. Lewis) 
 
  

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Galatians+5%3A19-26&version=NIVUK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmHXYhpEDfM&t=87s
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Collectively, then, these processes blur distinctions and rupture bonds God instituted to bring order from 
disorder in creation. Thus, sin is always first against God. Corruption progresses in both individuals and 
communities like a cancer, killing as it reproduces. Victims become perpetrators who beget more victims.  
The human heart, turned in on itself, closes off to God. Our context influences our choices, yet we are 
finally responsible as moral agents for our wilful abuse of freedom, reaping what we sow. In the end, all sin 
is foolish—acting irrespective of the way things and relationships truly are, thus rejecting fulfilment 
awaiting the wise. 
 
“‘Am I the one they are provoking?’ declares the Lord. Are they not 

rather harming themselves, to their own shame?” (Jer. 7:19) 
 
Sin is parasitic upon and derivative from the good; through 
“injustice or iniquity or ingratitude” our existence becomes     
“a caricature of proper human life” (Plantinga 1995, 88). 
 
In line with Goheen and Bartholomew (2008, 48, Figure 2: right), sin 
reflects unbelief and disobedience, leading to death. But God calls us to trust and obey, which leads to life. 
 
“See, I set before you today life and prosperity, death and destruction. For I command you today to love 
the Lord your God, to walk in his ways, and to keep his commands, decrees and laws; then you will live 
and increase, and the Lord your God will bless you in the land you are entering to possess. But if your 

heart turns away and you are not obedient, and if you are drawn away to bow down to other gods and 
worship them, I declare to you this day that you will certainly be destroyed. . . . I have set before you life 

and death, blessings and curses.” (Deuteronomy 30:15–19)  

“The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I have come that they may have life,  
and have it to the full.” (Jesus in John 10:10) 

 

  

Class Activity 4.6: Tabloid Sin (15 mins.) 
 
From your Scriptural Reading earlier (4.1), are there any further phrases or metaphors you would add 
to the above list, to get a complete grasp on sin? 

 
Each use an article or advertisement out of a recent magazine website 
(e.g. Cosmo, New Idea, GQ, Vanity Fair, Better Homes and Gardens, 
New Scientist, Psychology Today, National Geographic, TV Week).  
 
Discuss: 
1. What is the central thrust of the article/advertisement 
2. Which description of sin (above) best fits the article’s appeal? 
3. How does this article/ad reflect a twisting of shalom?  
4. Considering Figure 2 (above), how can this ad be framed as a 
choice between unbelief or trust, disobedience or obedience? 
5. What is the ultimate end of either path, as concerns this 
article/advertisement.  
 
 

In what way may your reader response bring curses or blessing, death or life? 

http://www.cosmopolitan.com.au/
https://www.newidea.com.au/
http://www.gq.com.au/?matchtype=b&keyword=gq%20australia%20magazine&utm_source=SEM&utm_medium=cpc&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIu9mb0-ux1QIVjAYqCh0XkQcBEAAYASAAEgItofD_BwE
http://www.vanityfair.com/
https://www.bhg.com.au/
https://www.newscientist.com/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/
http://www.nationalgeographic.com.au/
http://www.nowtolove.com.au/tvweek
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4.3 Sin Today: Making Good into GOD 

Following the pre-reading from Tim Keller, another way of understanding sin is taking something good and 
making it ultimate. That is, taking what is a gift and making it into God, a functional Saviour and the object 
of your devotion. In this sense, what we live for, what we worship, is a Counterfeit God. 
 
Consider the following youtube.com commercial in this frame of reference: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Also, watch this trailer from the HBO Show, Breaking Bad. What “goods” have become God? 
 

Breaking Bad follows protagonist Walter White (Bryan Cranston), a chemistry teacher who 
lives in New Mexico with his wife (Anna Gunn) and teenage son (RJ Mitte) who has cerebral 
palsy. White is diagnosed with Stage III cancer and given a prognosis of two years left to live. 
With a new sense of fearlessness based on his medical prognosis, and a desire to secure his 
family's financial security, White chooses to enter a dangerous world of drugs and crime and 
ascends to power in this world. The series explores how a fatal diagnosis such as White's 
releases a typical man from the daily concerns and constraints of normal society and follows 
his transformation from mild family man to a kingpin of the drug trade. 

 How have aspects of creation displaced the creator? And what problems result from this perversion? 
 
In this sense, all sin is idolatry. 
 
Now we have an opportunity to think of both our vocation and our personal life through this filter. 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jfB6gPJkZBg
http://www.amc.com/shows/breaking-bad/exclusives/about
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceqOTZnhgY8
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4.3.1 Tim Keller: Exposing Hidden Idols1 

The list [idol categories] may help us see the broad scope of idolatry in order to better recognize our own: 
 
Theological idols—Doctrinal errors that produce such distorted views of God that we end up worshipping a 

false god. 

Sexual idols—Addictions such as pornography and fetishisms that promise but don’t deliver a sense of 
intimacy and acceptance; ideals of physical beauty in yourself and/or your partner; romantic idealism. 

Magic/ritual idols—Witchcraft and the occult. All idolatry is in the end a form of magic that seeks to rebel 
against the order of transcendent reality rather than submitting to it in love and wisdom. 

Political/economic idols—Ideologies of the left, right, and libertarian that absolutize some aspect of 
political order and make it the solution. Deifying or demonizing free markets, for example. 

Racial/national idols—Racism, militarism, nationalism, or ethnic pride that turns bitter or oppressive. 

Relational idols—Dysfunctional family systems of codependency; “fetal attractions”; living your life through 
your children. 

Religious idols—Moralism and legalism; idolatry of success and gifts; religion as a pretext for abuse of 
power. 

Philosophical idols—Systems of thought that make some cre¬ated thing the problem with life (instead of 
sin) and some human product or enterprise the solution to our problems (instead of God’s grace). 

Cultural idols—Radical individualism, as in the West, that makes an idol out of individual happiness at the 
expense of community; shame cultures that make an idol out of family and clan at the expense of 
individual rights. 

 

 

                                                           
1 The following “brief list of idol categories” comes from Tim Keller, Counterfeit Gods (Hodder & Stoughton, 2009), 
note 19 pages 203-204. 

Class Activity 4.7: Hidden Vocational Idols (15 mins.) 
 
After this box are a number of pages both from Tim Keller and John Sweetman, describing respectively 
our “hidden idols” and our “shadow mission”. Feel free to combine these notes with different 
descriptions of sin considered earlier. 
 
Pair up with another, and talk through the following questions.  
 
Discuss in Pairs: 

1. How have you seen “sin” corrupt your vocation? 
2. Which description/mode of sin is most powerful as a way of understanding what has gone 

wrong? 
Now, as an Individual: 

3. To which form or type of sin are you personally most prone? 
4. What concrete and embodied practices may help reform your desire for the Kingdom of God? 

Back in Pairs: 
5. Share one prayer point with another, responding to this area, and ask for God’s strength and 

praise Him for His forgiveness. 
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Deep idols—Motivational drives and temperaments made into absolutes:  

a. Power idolatry: “Life only has meaning /I only have worth if—I have power and influence over 
others.” 

b. Approval idolatry: “Life only has meaning /I only have worth if—I am loved and respected by 
_____________. ” 

c. Comfort idolatry: “Life only has meaning /I only have worth if—I have this kind of pleasure 
experience, a particular quality of life.”  

d. Control idolatry: “Life only has meaning /I only have worth if—I am able to get mastery over my life 
in the area of _______________.” 

 

4.3.2 John Sweetman: Uncovering Our Shadow Mission 

You each have an authentic mission from God. But you also have a “shadow mission.” This is the mission of 
God that has been hijacked by your needs, wounds, ego and insecurities. This shadow mission constantly 
tries to grab your heart and passion and to subvert you from pursuing your real mission. The temptation is 
constantly to choose our shadow mission over God’s mission, thereby putting the ‘good’ before God. 
 
To help you a little in finding your shadow mission(s), I have compiled the following list of possibilities. I 
really think that I’m only scratching the surface, and yours is probably not here, but I hope that it will give 
you a few ideas that will assist you look deeper into yourself and your motivations. You will notice that the 
list is in alphabetical order, not order of prevalence or importance.  
 

 Which of the following most threaten your mission, drawing you into idolatry? Tick the top few.  

 1. To achieve significant things - a lasting legacy 
 2. To achieve what I set out (felt called?) to do 
 3. To avoid anxiety  
 4. To avoid criticism  
 5. To avoid pain 
 6. To avoid pressure 
 7. To be admired 
 8. To be appreciated 
 9. To be different 
 10. To be in control/ have authority 
 11. To be more comfortable 
 12. To be on the cutting edge  
 13. To be respected  
 14. To be right/correct/ doctrinally correct  
 15. To be secure, to be safe 
 16. To be seen to work hard 
 17. To be well known, to be recognized  
 18. To be well liked/keep significant others happy 
 19. To build a great organization  
 20. To change lives or systems 
 21. To do my job really well  
 22. To do things better than everyone else  
 23. To enjoy my ministry  
 24. To experience the power of God  
 25. To get everyone to believe what I believe  
 26. To get into the inner circle 
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 27. To get to the top 
 28. To have lots of nice things 
 29. To make a mark  
 30. To make up for my failures/sins 
 31. To never fail 
 32. To prove my ability 
 33. To prove that I am a significant person 
 34. To win against my competitors 
 
Some of these shadow missions are clearly unhealthy, but many of them are admirable. We want to leave a 
lasting legacy. The Bible says that it’s good to be respected. We are called to change lives. It’s important to 
have right doctrine. But when your shadow mission is driving you and providing you with your satisfaction 
and reward, then you are unlikely to hear God’s small voice or submit to God’s authority. You may presume 
that you have God’s blessing when you don’t. 
 
Finding Your Shadow Mission 

 
Some people have great self-insight and will immediately be able to name the inner 
driving forces that flow from their shadow mission. Others will never be able to see it. 
But here are a few questions that might assist you in the discernment process. 
 
1. When do I feel most satisfaction? When do I feel best about myself in ministry? What 
really gives me a buzz? When do I feel most confident? When am I most sure of myself? 
[These questions look for motivations outside God’s call and work.] 
 
2. What causes me most pain? When do I feel most 
afraid/angry/disappointed/hopeless? When do I feel like giving up? When do I feel most 
hardly done by? [These questions look for the things outside God’s approval that when 
lost make your ministry pointless and difficult. Tim Keller says that we usually feel most 
pain when God is killing off our idols.] 
 
3. What does my team/spouse/family/friend/mentor think? What has God warned me 
about? What have others noticed about me? What has concerned others about me? 
 

Dealing With Your Shadow Mission 
 
There are many distractions for Christians. But for those with a genuine heart for ministry and influence, 
your shadow mission is the thing that will most likely stop you loving God with all our heart, soul, mind and 
strength. So it is important to deal with it. Here are a few ideas. 
 
1. It has to be named. Naming your shadow mission will not destroy its power, but it will undermine it. 
Hidden idols are much more dangerous than overt idols. Admit to yourself that this is your problem. Talk to 
God about it.  
 
2. It has to be accepted. This really is you. You are not a person with pure motives, but have served God for 
a lot of different reasons, including your shadow mission. Just like everyone else, you are a broken person 
and probably will struggle with these issues until you are made perfect through Jesus’ intervention.  
 
3. It has to be shared. This is scary stuff and of course it’s best to share it with people you trust. This sort of 
personal information could be used to damage you. People you can trust may include your spouse, your 
mentor, your friends, or even your ministry team. They can support, challenge and help you. The less 
secrets we have, usually the more healthy our spiritual life.  
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4. It has to be challenged. Keep your eye on your true mission from God and use it to confront your shadow 
mission. For example, if your mission is to make disciples and your shadow mission is to be successful in 
ministry, then keep reminding yourself in successful and unsuccessful times of your true mission from God.  
 
5. It has to be undermined by grace. Ultimately, our shadow missions are moving us away from God’s grace. 
We serve because God in his grace has called us to. We are glad when God in his grace smiles at us and our 
efforts. Our deepest satisfaction is when our hearts leap at the wonder of God’s grace towards us in Jesus. 
Grace moves us back to the centre - knowing and loving God. It will undermine all our trifling shadow 
missions. 
 
Following and serving Jesus is a lifetime journey. There are many challenges and obstacles along the way. 
Your shadow mission is only one of the barriers to serving Jesus. But for those who are passionate about 
ministry, who regularly lay down their lives for others, and who really want to make a difference, shadow 
missions become the most significant impediments, because they divert your deepest passions and 
motivations from God’s mission. It’s really worth dealing with them. 
 

Reflection Activities 4.3 & 4.4  
 
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related 
boxes on p. 14/15 of the unit guide. 
 
#4.3 How have you seen “sin” corrupt your vocation? And which description/mode of sin is most 
powerful as a way of understanding what has gone wrong? 
  
#4.4 To which hidden idol or shadow mission are you most susceptible? And what concrete practice 
may you employ as a counter-formation to shape your desires towards God’s Kingdom? 
 

4.4 Putting it into practice: Brad Close (RAAF Pilot): Video here 

 
 

The idea behind this segment is simple: what 
you do with the majority of your hours matters; 
it’s a spiritual act of service as you seek first the 
kingdom of God (Matthew 6:33; Colossians 3:17). 
We all have a ‘vocation’—where we invest the 
majority of our hours, whether as a mum or a 
student, as a 9-5 factory worker or a legal eagle. 
It’s great for us each to invest ‘spare time’ into 
volunteering through a church-based ministry. But 
your greatest ministry of all may well be the 
‘church’ (those called out by Christ and sent into 
the world on mission) deployed during the week, 

as we more intentionally direct our efforts toward restraining sin and promoting shalom—flourishing 
through right relatedness with God, each other, and this world God loves.2  

                                                           
2 Need convincing? Find out what a TRADER is at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiAh3lYo6k4.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMhMintPz3Y&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiAh3lYo6k4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMhMintPz3Y&feature=plcp
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This week you’ll hear from RAAF Pilot, Brad Close. Every Christian faces moral dilemmas in their chosen 
vocation, and flying for the Air Force is no different. Rather than Brad taking up the task of defending his 
profession, I’ve tackled some of the theology at the end, especially for those who (with good reason) would 
consider “Christian Soldier” an oxymoron. For now, sit back and put your feet up within the borders of our 
well defended nation, and consider how through Brad, God is at work, protecting. 

Tell us about your vocation? 

I am a pilot in the 
Air Force. My main 
job is to fly C-17 
transport aircraft, 
although there are 
lots of other activities 
involved in my daily 
life that don't directly 
involve flying. I have 
been in the Air Force 
for almost 16 years 
and I am one of the 
very lucky people who 
knew what they 
wanted to do from a 
very young age and 
have been blessed to 
be able to do it for a 
living. I went to the 
Australian Defence 
Force Academy 
(ADFA) and then on to pilot training. From there I spent some time flying Hawk fighter training aircraft before 
flying Caribou transport aircraft for 6 years. For the past 3 years I have been flying the C-17 Globemaster III, 
which is a large transport aircraft capable of carrying over 70 tons of cargo or 100 tons of fuel. The main role 
of the C-17 is transporting equipment such as helicopters, armoured vehicles, pallets of supplies and 
ammunition over long distances. It is able to land on runways as short as 3500ft (a 747, which is a similar size 
needs at least 8000ft of runway) and has a range of around 4000 nautical miles. We fly all over Australia and 
around the world, often at very short notice. This puts a lot of pressure on my family because I can never be 
sure when I will be home, or even where I will be on any given day.  

An average day for me could involve driving to work at the RAAF base at Amberley and spending the day 
planning for an upcoming trip or studying about the aircraft. Or it could be a 20 hour day flying half way 
around the world on the way to deliver supplies to Australian military forces based overseas. I love the 
flying and the opportunities it gives me to see the world. However, I never get to stay anywhere for very 
long because the aircraft is always needed back home for another task. 

Every vocation reflects God's “very good” over creation, the thorns and thistles of missing the 
mark with the fall, and the foretaste of all things being made new through redemption. So what 
do creation, fall, and redemption look like in your vocation? 

My job is only necessary because of the fall; if there was no sin there would be no need for a military to 
protect Australian society from the worst of what is in the world. What God created is ‘very good’ and our 
society (although very badly affected by sin) is still based on biblical concepts of human rights and freedom 
which are worth defending from the potential alternatives of dictatorships, terrorism or anarchy. My job is 
to move things by air to wherever the government needs them to contribute to the defence of Australia. The 
really amazing part is how often that gives me the opportunity to make a positive difference to people. The 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMhMintPz3Y&feature=plcp
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C-17 is a huge asset for the Air Force and even though they are only necessary for military reasons, they often 
get used to help people in times of disaster. 

I get to see God’s creation in all its glory: sunsets, sunrises, oceans, mountains and clouds. I have the best 
possible view of his amazing world. However this is often on the way to see the worst of what people have 
done to it. The places I fly to are often war zones and this provides a massive contrast to the natural beauty 
I get to see on the way. Sometimes in my job you have to look very hard for any kind of redemption, but it is 
still there. Like the way another pilot will be willing to ask questions about God and sin because of the danger 
he is personally in while flying in a war zone. Other times redemption is much more obvious, like the amazing 
way God allowed circumstances to align so that I could use an Air Force plane to move fuel and equipment 
for a Christian missionary organisation in Papua New Guinea. I also then had a chance to explain to the other 
guys on that crew what the gear would be used for by the missionaries.  

What does it look like to restrain sin, and promote shalom (i.e., flourishing of every 
relationship—with God, others, and the earth) ... that is, what does it mean through your 
vocation to "seek first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness-justice" (Matthew 6:33)?  

It is the nature of service in the military that I have to do what I am told, which may not seem to give 
many opportunities to restrain sin and promote God’s kingdom. However it is about seeing every task as a 
chance to make inroads for the kingdom in somebody’s life. This year I have flown groceries to Cairns after 
cyclone Yasi; Search and Rescue equipment to Brisbane after the floods; Urban Search and Rescue teams to 
Christchurch after the earthquake; people who had lost everything back to their home or families after each 
of the disasters; and an enormous water cannon to Japan to help cool the nuclear reactors after the 
earthquake and tsunami. At some point on each of these flights I go for a walk around the back of the aircraft 
amongst the passengers and cargo and pray for them. I pray that God would protect the people on board in 
whatever situation they are going to face when we land and they get off the aircraft. I pray that the 
equipment that we are carrying would be used to save people and make a difference. The humanitarian aid 

work that I have been involved in this 
year has given me the most obvious 
opportunities that I have ever had to do 
my job for God. There are, however, 
plenty of days where I sit at a computer 
all day and it doesn’t seem as though 
these opportunities exist. This is when 
making an effort in other areas is 
important. For me that means helping to 
organise a Bible study group at lunch 
time on the base, and can be as simple 
as refusing to be involved in crude jokes 
and stories around the office. These 
small things, when done consistently can 
make the biggest difference to the 
people that I work with.  

It would be very idealistic to think that my job is all about humanitarian assistance all the time. The real 
reason that the military exists is to defend the country and this means being involved in war when it is 
necessary. It may seem like a contradiction, but having a military and using it to defend the country is really 
about restraining sin from entering our borders. Because our world is so overrun with sin, promoting peace 
unfortunately means that we need to have a military that is ready to go to war when required.  
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As disciples, we are called to be witnesses who point people to Jesus. So what inroads specific 
to your vocation have you found to tell the Big Story of God's reign through Jesus? How might 
this Epic Story be told through your vocation?3  

In many ways my job is very similar to any other, in that relationships with people around me are my 
biggest opportunity to advance the kingdom. It is just that the physical location that I actually work changes 
with very short notice. I can get some amazing opportunities to share with people simply through the 
willingness people can have to open up because they are in difficult circumstances. These chances only 
happen because I have made an effort to ensure that the people I work with know that I am a Christian. The 
chance to make a difference to people in my job often comes after work is finished for the day (wherever in 
the world it is that we finish work). The most popular thing to do after work for an Air Force transport crew 
is to drink. This gives me the chance to make positive choices when everyone around me is drinking and 
involved in everything that can go along with that. I don’t try to be perfect or judgemental about other 
people’s behaviour; I just choose where to go and who to spend time with. I may be the only interaction my 
workmates have with a Christian who can explain what Jesus did and how that can make a difference for 
them. 

But, IS God at work through the military?—some thoughts from Dave B. ... 

In the eyes of some, whilst Christians must respect the State (Romans 13:1-7), our allegiance to the 
Kingdom of God rules out fighting under any other banner. Furthermore, Christians follow the Prince of 
Peace, so how can we wage war? This is hardly the place for an exploration and defence of Just War 
Theory, but a couple of points need to be made. 

First, God is not opposed to the proper exercise of violence in a fallen world. True, God hates violence 
(Psalm 11:5). He does not delight in the death of the wicked (Ezekiel 11:33).4 Violence, in God’s economy, is 
not ultimate. The world began not with a cosmic struggle, but with the Triune community birthing the 
world out of love. And at the end of time, when everything is set right, swords will be beaten into 
ploughshares and war will be a distant memory (Isaiah 2:4; Micah 4:3; Revelation 21:1-4). Even so, ever 
since the fall of free creatures, it takes two hands for God to embrace the world. It takes God’s left hand of 
mercy and grace; and it takes His right hand of justice and judgment. (Try parenting with only one hand and 
see how it goes.) It is always regrettable that violence must be used—God wills that all repent so the right 
hand may be avoided—but His longsuffering reaches a limit and His righteous wrath is exercised on 
wrongdoers. We see this with the flood (Genesis 6), the use of Israel to judge the Canaanites (Deuteronomy 
7), and the final judgment of the world (Revelation 19-20). Does sin deserve to be punished? If we agree, 
then some degree of violence is necessary for God to be just. (Could we worship a God who ultimately 
didn’t care about or deal with the atrocities we see on the nightly news?)  

                                                           
3 Recap the Big Story video at http://traverse.org.au/resources/evangelism/sign/sign-week-1/.  

4 God does, however, celebrate the outworking of justice, and so should we. For reflections on a Christian response 
to Osama’s death, see http://www.bulverdechurchofchrist.org/resources/2011/05/08/should-we-rejoice-over-bin-
ladens-death and http://glennpackiam.typepad.com/my_weblog/2011/05/justice-judgment-and-the-reign-of-christ.html.  

http://traverse.org.au/resources/evangelism/sign/sign-week-1/
http://www.bulverdechurchofchrist.org/resources/2011/05/08/should-we-rejoice-over-bin-ladens-death
http://www.bulverdechurchofchrist.org/resources/2011/05/08/should-we-rejoice-over-bin-ladens-death
http://glennpackiam.typepad.com/my_weblog/2011/05/justice-judgment-and-the-reign-of-christ.html
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Second, our mission to foster shalom requires protecting what is good and confronting what is bad. True, 
it is easy for us to justify our wars, as though all our violence is “redemptive”.5 And ultimately our anger 
doesn’t produce the righteousness of God; we must therefore leave room for God’s wrath (James 1:19-21; 
Romans 12:18-20). Even so, God has entrusted the world to humanity (Psalm 115:16). He has set up civil 
authorities to properly execute judgment, in promoting good and restraining evil (Romans 13:1-7). It is not 
at all clear that even Jesus forbade His disciples from participating with and working for these structures, 
for the good of humankind. Turning the other cheek when slapped, and loving your enemies, does not 
mandate a response of courageous non-violence to each and every incident of evil. Indeed, the righteous 
stand up on behalf of the oppressed and voiceless (Isaiah 1:17), whether in Rwanda or the RAAF. Shalom is 
not simply the absence of war, but the flourishing of peace—right relatedness with God, with each other, 
and with the world. Therefore we cannot paper over destructive differences, avoiding conflict to secure a 
superficial truce that costs a deeper resolution. As C. S. Lewis—who fought for country in World War II—
observed, “If war is ever lawful, then 
peace is sometimes sinful.”6 At 
times true peace requires war.   

None of this is to settle whether 
any given war is just, or whether any 
given Christian is called to fight. 
Indeed, God fights for His own cause 
and is not subject to our agenda 
(Joshua 5:13-14). But insofar as we 
determine that a battle is required, 
fighting may indeed by the most 
faithful action. 

As Brad shared above, RAAF 
missions in the 21st Century are 
often more in service of Peace Time 
support for struggling nations—
think Japan, post-earthquake—than 
armed conflict. Yet even if or when he is called to battle, there is reason to believe that through Brad, God 
is still at work, protecting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
5 Walter Wink powerfully argues this line in books, Engaging the Powers, and The Powers that Be.  

6 For a good summary of Lewis’s position in “Why I Am Not a Pacifist” (youtube “doodle” Part 1 & 2) see Darrell 
Cole’s “The Problem of War” (http://touchstonemag.com/archives/article.php?id=16-03-045-f). Also, visit 
http://traverse.org.au/resources/apologetics/logos/gods-two-hands/ for apologetics resources following the talk 
“God’s Two Hands: Making Sense of Divine Violence”, summarised in my blog, “Is God Pro-Genocide” here.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2xY2k26HFo&t=11s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jreq3mVvDgc&t=1s
http://touchstonemag.com/archives/article.php?id=16-03-045-f
http://traverse.org.au/resources/apologetics/logos/gods-two-hands/
https://wonderingfair.com/2015/07/13/is-god-pro-genocide/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2xY2k26HFo&t=11s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jreq3mVvDgc&t=1s
http://traverse.org.au/resources/apologetics/logos/gods-two-hands/
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5.  DOXOLOGY 

Remember, we are not simply “thinking things” but “desiring creatures”. Developing a Christian 
Worldview is not just about understanding rightly, but loving truly. That is, we must be intentional in our 
habitual practices (or ‘liturgies’) so that our hearts are formed to love the Kingdom of God. As J. I. Packer 
was fond of saying, “All true theology begets doxology.” Learning is in the service of worship. 
 Thus, as we will do each week, let us close by singing the Doxology: 
 

Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow; 
Praise Him, all creatures here below; 
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host; 

Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen. 
 

Forum Activity Module 4 
As part of engaging with the set text and extra required readings, address each required reading 
for this module, and comment on at least one other person’s post to advance the dialogue.  
 
Clearly address the following four categories: 
   -a question—something you don’t understand, or want to clarify 
   -a challenge—something with which you disagree, or want to further nuance 
   -an implication—‘so what’ for how this teaching shapes your worldview 
   -an application—something useful right now in your context, to live out the text 
 
Be sure to post these thoughts prior to each week’s class, as we’ll use these reflections as the basis 
for an in-class discussion, where you will be expected to contribute in response to the readings. 

Also, be sure to interact with at least one other student, advancing the conversation with a 
question, challenge, elaboration or related story. This *isn’t* counted in the 200 word post. 

Put your response on the Moodle Forum (200 words) 
 

 
 

Preparation for Next Week …  
 

 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide p6 … Post to the forum and come prepared to share on 
each of the following: 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 
 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 
 -an implication—“so what” for our apologetic practice 
 -an application—something useful right now in your context 

 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share a newspaper article or media clip concerning 
events in the public square, and your initial reflections from a Christian worldview. 

 If it’s your turn, come ready to share with the class for 3-5 minutes concerning your main 
vocation (whether present or future). Where do you see creational intent and cultural 
idolatry in this vocation (designed for good, damaged by evil)? How might you participate 
redemptively with healing action (restored for better so we are sent together to heal the 
world, a taste of when God sets everything right) as you seek first God’s Kingdom?  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lM5mGugb8A&feature=related
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Significance for Christian theology, life and thought... 
 

I am broken and I break. The blood of the world is on my hands. 

In a culture of projecting our guilt onto others, it’s tempting to play the victim … to pretend I’ve 
got it together and it’s everyone else—especially those evil systems—who should shoulder the 
blame. (See my blog reflections on this in “Poverty, Oppression & Freedom”.) 

But God won’t let me get away with it. Scratch under my shiny exterior, and you’ll find I share in 
humanity’s total depravity. Not that everything’s as bad as it could be: there are plenty of 
genuinely good things in my life. But all that is good is a gift—nothing I can take credit for. And 
nothing’s as good as it should be: I bear primary responsibility for why my whole life is tainted. 
And as G. K. Chesterton answered The Times’ question “What’s Wrong with the World”: “I am.” 

Perhaps this confrantation with “sin” sounds depressing to you.  

I beg to differ. 

Most people, including me, have this gnawing sense deep down that this world is not the way it’s 
supposed to be. And I have a sense that things aren’t right in me. I feel real guilt when I do wrong, 
and I feel genuine shame when I fall short. Even if my actions may seem above board, when you 
dig deeper to my motives, it gets pretty muddy.  

 I need a Saviour. 

It was not until I truly got in touch with my brokenness—sniffing deep from my heart’s cess pit—
that I came to appreciate my great need for God’s grace, and how great the love of my Lord. 

In the old form of prayer based on the mnemonic ACTS, we’re taught to first Adore God—to 
recognise that He is God and we are not. With that idol out of the way, we can Confess our sin. 
(Think Isaiah 6, sensing the glory of God and then realising he is a man of unclean lips.) Only when 
the greatness of God and the depravity of humanity collide are we propelled into Thanksgiving for 
His grace, and driven to our knees in Supplication on behalf of a broken world.  

First we are emptied, then we are empowered. Finally, we are sent: the beggars of Christ, 
humbled by God’s grace, ready to point others at the end of their rope to the world’s one true 
lifeline. Thank God for Jesus.  

 
 

For more on this theme, see the video of “Sign of the Beggar” here. 

Preparation%20for%20Next%20Week%20…
https://wonderingfair.com/2012/06/13/good-news-for-cutters-old-and-new/
https://wonderingfair.com/2012/06/13/good-news-for-cutters-old-and-new/
http://traverse.org.au/resources/evangelism/sign/sunday-talks/

